At Roanoke Creek
Ranch, we breed
old fashioned type
Tennessee English
Shepherd dogs.
Our Natchez Trace
Strain comes from
the breed’s best
foundation
bloodlines.

Nutrition Matters
We are only comfortable with a canine
diet that has research backing its safety
and efficacy for pets, has been tested
using feeding trials, and has ingredients
which have been shown over time to
provide the necessary nutrients an animal
needs for health and well-being.
We feed the appropriate Purina® Pro
Plan® dog food formula to each of our
adult English shepherd dogs and to all our
English shepherd puppies.

Registered
English
Shepherds
The Natchez Trace Strain

About our breeding program
At three days old, we begin each
puppy on our Early Neurological
Stimulation program. ENS goes until
day sixteen. Beginning at three
weeks of age, each puppy begins
our critical socialization program:
•

•

An Excellent All-Purpose Dog
With intelligence, alertness, and
companionship, the English shepherd dog
fits well into urban home or rural home
and farm life.

Contact Us
Roanoke Creek Ranch
659 Roanoke Creek Road
Collinwood, TN 38450
(931)724-1167
farmshepherds@gmail.com
Or visit us on the Web:
farmshepherds.com

The carefully selected English shepherd
dogs of our breeding program are:
•
•
•

Screened for hereditary anomalies
using comprehensive DNA testing
Screened for hip dysplasia by
veterinary science professionals
Paired for consistent performance
and reliable temperament

•

•

We instill our puppies with the
basic desire to seek out both
humans and other dogs as
opportunities for emotionally
positive experiences.
We foster our puppies’
physical health and evolve
their motor skills in order to
begin each puppy on the
path to neurologically sound
and physically robust
development.
We instill our puppies with the
attitude that novelties are
opportunities for enrichment
rather than things to be
feared or avoided.
We prepare our puppies to
quickly recover from fear and
seamlessly deal with stress.

